Abstract. This paper designs a class of Fuzzy PETRI NET controller based on the character of place invariant in PETRI NET. This controller is simple in operation and is easy to put into practice. It has satisfying effects and can provide methods to do research in designing and optimizing the performance of system in solving the dead lock phenomenon in concurrent system.
Introduction
PETRI NET is an important implement in building models and analyzing discrete events dynamic systems. It was widely used in controller design and in building models for many systems. Further more, it does not only help to research in the performance of systems, but also controls and optimizes it based on models. However, the models built were normally huge because of the complexity of the real system. So if general PETRI NET is applied in analyzing the performance of system directly, it can lead to dimension disaster on computer. In order to solve this problem, this article proposes a new controller design based on PETRI NET, which generalizes control designing to Fuzzy PETRI NET. A new design method for maximum feedback allowed controller is given. This controller is composed of variance place which is connected to Fuzzy PETRI NET. The dead lock phenomenon can be solved and can ensure system to avoid access in some forbidden state according to given constraints if this method is put to use.
The Definition of Fuzzy PETRI NET

Fuzzy PETRI NET（FPN for short）is a knowledge model, which is based on traditional Fuzzy generating regulation and PETRI NET and is composed of place, variance, reliability, and valve value.
FPN is defined as an eight-tuple, FPN=（P, 
The Rules of Activation
In Fuzzy PETRI NET, in order to activate the variant, the following two conditions must be satisfied:
a. There must exist a token, which represents a Fuzzy inputting variable in the place where you input； b. It must satisfy Fuzzy regulation condition that associates with variant, that reliability in inputting place must be greater than its valve value。
Place Invariant
Based on one of the structure characteristics of PETRI NET, which depends on its topological structure but not its initial label，place invariant is the place set that holds a fixed number of tokens and it can be expressed by an n-dimensional column vector X. Its nonzero elements are corresponding to special invariant places, while zero elements are on the contrary. A place invariant is defined as an integer vector X, and satisfies:
M 0 is the initial label of the network, Ｍ is the next label，the meaning of equation (1) is that in invariant place the summation of all weight, which signs its token, is constant and the summation is determined by the initial label of PETRI NET. Place invariant of network can be deduced by the integral solution of the following equation：
D is connection matrix with n×m dimensions, Ｄ =I O，n and m are the place number and the variant number of network, respectively. We can observe that the arbitrariness linear combination of place invariant is place invariant in network. Place invariant is the key value for analyzing PETRI NET, because it allows analyzing the structure of network independently and dynamically.
Design of Controller
Suppose the controlled object system is a Fuzzy PETRI NET model which is composed of n places and m variants. Here b equal to 0. The aim of controlling is force process to obey the constraint of the following inequality：
